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Heat Tape Reminders
With colder weather approaching, please make sure your heat tape
is plugged in and working. Just because the light is on, does not mean
it’s working. The line should be warm to the touch. If your heat tape

Do You Have a Title to
Your Home?

is not working, your lines will freeze and you will not have any water.

Winter Bucket List

be very expensive. In addition, if the water meters are damaged due

Your Newsletter

to the resident’s negligence, the resident is required to pay for the

It could also cause your lines to burst and replacing water lines can

replacement of a new meter. That cost is approximately $500.

Kids Page

Snow Removal
If you choose not to
find joy in the snow,
you will have less joy
in your life but still the
same amount of snow.

Snow must be shoveled from your driveway within 24 hours of any
snowfall. Please make sure your cars are not blocking the road
(unless your community does not have off street parking). Our snow
removal contractors do their best to not inconvenience our residents.
However, there are times that snow could be plowed and your driveway
could be blocked. We apologize and try to avoid this if at all possible,
but with significant snow falls this can
sometimes occur. Please make sure
your cars are completely
pulled into your driveway.

Decorations
Checks

While we encourage and enjoy seeing your Christmas lights and
must be written

holiday decorations, we want to remind you that what goes up must

to Ramblewood not A. Hunter.

also come down. Holiday decorations should be removed

Rental payments can be made

no later than January 10th.

online at: www.ahunter.com

Health Benefits of House Plants
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Plants can help fight colds: Indoor plants have been shown to
reduce cold-related illnesses by more than 30%. This is due to
their effect of increasing humidity levels and decreasing dust.
Indoor plants provide clean air and help to remove pollutants
including VOCs that cause headaches, nausea, and more.
Filling your home with plants can decrease or eliminate
headaches. With plants, you’re much less likely to be breathing
the kind of stuffy, stale air that contributes to headaches.
House plants can contribute to a feeling of wellbeing, making
you calmer and more optimistic. Studies have shown that
patients who face a garden view in their hospital rooms often
recover more quickly than those facing a wall.
Plants can improve your mental health: Caring for a living thing
can help when you’re depressed or lonely, giving you a purpose.
People with plants in their homes have less stress, and plants
have been known to contribute to lower blood pressure.

Alissa Dull
Clerical and Inspections
Alissa Dull has grown up
surrounded by A. Hunter.
As Lisa’s daughter, and being the
name sake of the company,
A. Hunter is in her blood. Alissa

Plants can reduce carbon dioxide: During photosynthesis, plants
draw carbon dioxide from the air. Removing this substance can
help prevent drowsiness from elevated levels.

graduated in 2013 from Annville

Plants can offer treatment: Some indoor plants, like aloe, can
be applied to skin and offer pain relief.

her goal set on working in the

Plants can prevent allergies: Exposing children to allergens
such as plants early in life can help them build a tolerance and
immunity to the allergen. It works like a custom allergy shot.
Plants can make your brain work better: Potted plants and
flowers can improve your idea generation, mood, and more.
Plants can clear congestion: Eucalyptus in particular can help
clear phlegm and congestion from your system. In fact,
eucalyptus is often found in congestion remedies.
Plants are natural humidifiers: Instead of buying a humidifier
machine to soften the air, just bring in a plant or two.
Plants can improve your sleep: Gerbera daisies give off oxygen
at night. Filling a vase in your bedroom with these flowers can
improve your night’s rest.

Cleona and obtained her CNA
License. She has always had
health field. She continues her
education to obtain her RN.
Alissa is also a trainer at several
gyms. In addition to going to
school for her RN, training, and
being a full-time mom of a busy
3 year old, she is also in the
process of obtaining her Real
Estate License. Alissa does some
of our community inspections and
does all the clerical work for
those inspections. She is learning
the business and is an absolute
asset to A. Hunter.

Do You Have a Title to Your Home?
We hear many residents claim they do not have a
title to their manufactured home. In Pennsylvania,
having a title to your home is almost equivalent to

not yet putting the title into their name from when
they bought the home, along with multiple other
situations due to common mistakes.

having a title for your vehicle. Even if you have a sales
agreement, it does not necessarily mean you own the
home unless you hold the actual title. Below is an
article I found and wanted to share with you. If you
have title issues, you can contact me and I may be

1. The title is lost or missing.
If the current seller is the legal owner of record, then
there is a simple and easy process to obtain a
duplicate title. Call your local mobile home titling

able to assist you or point you in the right direction.
4 Common Mobile Home Title Issues (& How to
Best Fix Them) In almost every state, mobile homes
and manufactured homes are transferred from buyer
to seller via a slip of state-issued paper called a title.
If the mobile home is a single-wide, then there will
be only one title; however, if the home is a doublewide or triple-wide, then two or more titles should be
accounted for.

agency to inquire about specific steps moving
forward. Typically, the owner of record needs only to
provide proof that he or she is the owner and pay a
small fee.
2. The title is missing and the seller is not the actual
owner. Sometimes when a new buyer closes on a
mobile home, they do not immediately run down to
transfer the title into their ownership. This happens
for many reasons; however, legally the buyer is not

A mobile home title will be issued from the state in
which the mobile home resides. The title outlines
pertinent information, such as the home’s vehicle

the true owner until the title is registered into his/her
name, or an entity he or she controls. In these cases,
it is not good if the title(s) are then lost or go missing.
a) Is the owner available?

identification number, serial numbers, make, model,
year built, owner’s name, lien holder’s info and much
more. A mobile home title is nearly equivalent to the
title of your personal vehicle. A mobile home title

• If yes: If the owner is available, you must contact
them immediately. Many times they will agree to
obtain a duplicate copy of the mobile home title(s)
if you pay for this small cost. The legal owners (prior

should be kept private and stored in a safe place.

sellers) will do this in order to transfer the home out
of their name so they are not liable for taxes or
accidents on a property that they didn’t think they
still owned.
• If no: If the owner is not available, then they must

If a mobile home seller has a clear title with no liens,
there will be little resistance in transferring the mobile
home ownership from the current seller to the new
buyer.
Depending on your state, a mobile home title is
typically transferred at your local Department of Motor
Vehicles, Town Clerk, or motor vehicle administration.

be tracked down in order to proceed ahead. A private
eye or skip tracer may be helpful in tracking down
the current owner.
Pro Tip: You will see occasions when buyers and

Oftentimes while mobile home investing, you will be
faced with challenges concerning a mobile home’s
title(s) and correctly transferring them into your
possession. Common title problems arise due to a

sellers have “transferred ownership” via a separate
piece of paper known as a Bill of Sale. A Bill of Sale
acts as a meeting of the minds and as a receipt
typically given when selling personal property. While

title being lost, the actual owner on title not being
present, the title being missing or the current seller

this process may be sufficient for the buyer, seller
(continued on next page)

(Do You Have a Title to Your Home, continued)

and even park manager, it is not sufficient enough to
transfer legal ownership from one person to another.
The original owner is still the legal owner and can
come back any time to take possession of his home.

that this is a victimless crime. With that being said,
it is still a crime and illegal.
• If your seller has a title that is signed by the owner
but the buyer’s signature lines are blank, it can be

b) The owner passed away.
Do you have the owner’s power of attorney for
handling this property or a death certificate and
immediate family? If yes, then you will likely be able

tempting to skip over your current seller and transfer
the title from the legal owner straight to you. While
this can technically be done, most states consider it
illegal, as you are skipping the chain-of-title and not

to obtain a duplicate title by filing the correct forms
with your state. If you do not, then you may want to
ask your state the best course of action moving
forward to obtain legal ownership of this mobile home.

placing the home into your current seller’s name
first. You may not get caught; however, do this at
your own risk.
Pro Tip: Be aware that most states charge a late fee
for delaying the transfer of a mobile home title from

Obtaining clear title may or may not be possible.
Pro Tip: Always verify with your state that yearly
taxes have been paid and are current. If a seller has
not transferred a title into his or her name, then he
or she may not be up to date paying taxes.

a buyer to a seller if not completed within X number
of days. This late fee will be paid when the title is
eventually transferred into the new buyer’s name.

3. The title is present, but the seller is not the actual
owner. This scenario is the most common hurdle
you will see as a used mobile home investor. In
situations like this, your seller will be in physical

4. The title is present, but there are liens still showing.
If there are active liens still on the title, then the
owner will not likely be in physical possession of the
home’s title(s). It is most common for the lien holders
to physically hold the title(s) until they are paid off

possession of the current original mobile home title;
however, it may or may not be signed and dated by
the buyer(s) and seller(s).
• If the true owner on title has already signed on the

in full. At this point, a new title is issued showing
zero active liens, or the lien holder simply signs a
“Release of Lien” located on the title or provided on
a separate form given to the owner. Both of these

seller’s line, then simply have your seller sign as
buyer and quickly transfer the title into the current
seller’s name. Once the seller is the actual owner,
they can now transfer their clear title to you without

methods show the home is free and clear from debt.
If you run into a situation where a mobile home seller
is in possession of their title with active liens, it is
important to understand if this is an error or if there

worry. Call your state to verify that this double
transfer can be completed in one day.
• If the true owner has not signed on the seller’s
line, then this must be completed before the title
can be legally transferred into the purchaser’s

is still money owed on the mobile home. Being present
with the seller as they call up the bank or loan
servicer to confirm a principal balance pay off will
answer this question. Once you know the amount of
the lien you can decide to move forward accordingly.

name. Track down the legal owner to have his or her
signature placed on the seller’s line.
Pro Tip: Avoid forging documents. If you can’t find
the legal owner listed on the title, it may be tempting

Pro Tip: Always call your state to verify the mobile
home’s VIN or serial numbers and confirm if there
any active liens showing on the title. Some states
will have this information at their fingertips, and

for you or your seller to forge the legal owner’s
signature on the title. Some people can rationalize

other states will not be as technologically advanced.

A. Hunter would like to wish you and your family
a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Your Newsletter
If you would like something advertised in your newsletter email ahunternewsletter@yahoo.com
Print and cut off dates are as follows:
Spring Newsletter: Deadline: February 21st - Print date: March 9th
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ACROSS
1. Warm shoes you wear outside in the winter.
5. A thin tapered object formed by frozen water drops.
6. A unique crystallized object that falls from the sky.
8. Bears and other animals do this during the winter.
9. Something scented that you light with a match.
10. You wear these on your hands to keep them warm.
DOWN
2. Something you make from snow with a carrot nose.
3. You give and receive these for the holidays.
4. A winter sport where you skate around with a puck.
7. Something attached to a chimney that you light a fire in.

10
0

2. How does an Eskimo stick his
house together?

Winter Fun
☐ Make paper snowflakes
☐ Wear pajamas all day
☐ Have a movie night
☐ Bake cookies
☐ Enjoy a winter walk
☐ Go bowling
☐ Put a puzzle together
☐ Make a bird feeder
1 A snowmobile

2. With igloo

3. You hang around while I go on ahead

PO Box 224
Annville, Pa 17003

Inside this issue:
Obtaining a Title,
Benefits of Plants,
Winter fun & more!

Holiday To Do List

A. Hunter Office Holiday Hours:

Be

Closed: December 24th – 26th

1. Buy
X PresentsX
2. Wrap Gifts
X Someone in a hug

Open: Friday, December 27th, 9:00am - 1:00pm
Closed: December 31st and January 1st
Open: Tuesday, January 2nd at 9:00am

3. Send Gifts
X Love

Donate
X

4. Shop
for Food
X

Memories

5. Make Cookies
X

Be

6. Hang
X the LightsX

Happy
Holidays

